
21/08/2018 AM

Launch area Individual launch Sunrise/Sunset 05:59/20:04

Launch period 06:00 - 07:00 Min. ILP → goals 1,5km

PZs in force all active Next briefing 21/08/2018 - 17:00

Solo flight not required QNH 1019

Task 13 FIN Task order in order

a.

MMA R50m
Marker color any
Marker drop gravity
Loggermarker 1

Task 14 CRT Task order in order

a.
b.

MMA R50m
Marker color any
Marker drop free
Loggermarker 2

Task 15 JDG Task order in order

a.

MMA R50m
Marker color any
Marker drop gravity
Loggermarker 3

Task 16 HWZ Task order in order

a.

MMA R50m
Marker color any
Marker drop gravity
Loggermarker 4

Task 17 3DT Task order in order

a.

MMA -
Marker color -
Marker drop -
Loggermarker -

Scoring area entire contest area

198 - 3527/0626 - 1583ft

Calculated Rate of Approach Task (Rule 15.9)

216 - 3398/0973 - 1590ft

Position of set goal/target 217 - 3444/0851 - 1606ft

Scoring area
Scoring period

entire contest area

entire contest area

Center: 3500/0200
inner circle: radius 1km / outer circle: radius 2km
Scoring area will be the airspace between the cylinders above 
2000ft MSL

ends at 0815

Task data sheet

242 - 3372/1386 - 1569ft  valid from xx:00 - xx:14:59 and xx:30 to xx:44:59Position of set goal/target

Scoring period

Fly In (Rule 15.4)

ends at 0730

Tasks #13, #14, #15, #16, #17

243 - 3306/1403 - 1539ft  valid from xx:15 - xx:29:59 and xx:45 to xx:59:59

Flight 5

Position of goal/target
Description of scoring area(s) and their validity 
times

Scoring by physical marker in area A: 
  within scoring period
     from xx:00:00 to xx:14:59
      and  xx:30:00 to xx:44:59
Scoring by physical marker in area B: 
               anytime within scoring period
Scoring by physical marker on the target:
               anytime within scoring period
Scoring by loggermarker inside entire contest area is possible anytime 
within scoring period.

ends at 0800
Scoring area entire contest area

Scoring area
Scoring period ends at 0745

Judge Declared Goal (Rule 15.2)

entire contest area

Hesitation waltz (Rule 15.3)

Scoring period

Position of various set goals/targets

Scoring area

199 - 3407/0467 - 1700ft

Scoring period ends at 0830

3D-Task (Rule 15.20)

Description of set airspaces

A

B

B

R 2km

R 1km
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